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CLIENT: ARKANSAS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
ARKANSAS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
OVER Comes ChALLENGEs OF NEW STAFF AND EVENT REPORTING SYSTEM
Arkansas Children’s Hospital (ACH) is the only pediatric medical center in Arkansas and one of the largest in the United States. The private, non-profit facility boasts an internationally-renowned reputation for medical breakthroughs and intensive treatments, treating children from every county in Arkansas and many nearby states. ACH employs approximately more than 4,400 people including 500 physicians and 80 residents in pediatrics and pediatric specialties. ACH also serves as the pediatric teaching affiliate of University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences and is home to the Department of Pediatrics.

HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATION TYPE: Pediatric Hospital
NUMBER OF BEDS: 370
PRODUCTS: RL6:Risk
CLIENT SINCE: 2011
QUICK FACTS:
• Moved from multiple paper and electronic tracking systems to RL6:Risk, a one-stop shop incident reporting system
• Customized forms for safety events including HIPAA, referring physician and pharmacy intervention
• Incident submissions increased greatly even with minimal training of front-line staff

“...It’s not like you take it out of the box and you’re on your own. RL Solutions isn’t like that.”

Pam Trevino
Clinical Risk Management Director
Arkansas Children’s Hospital
Arkansas Children’s Hospital (ACH) was using three systems to track safety events at their facilities including paper incident forms and two separate electronic systems. In 2011, they decided to switch to a ‘one-stop shop’ and chose RL6:Risk from RL Solutions. ACH went live in April 2012 with RL6:Risk, dubbing it “Safety Tracker” internally.

Following the implementation, the person responsible for administering Safety Tracker left to take on another role. Christi Long and Pam Trevino, both of the Innovation and Improvement department, had to ramp up quickly with little expertise. Trevino had attended the administrator training, but had not used the skills she learned on a routine basis. As well, Long had learned some things from the prior system administrator and RL Solutions training sessions. They set out to quickly learn RL6:Risk to ensure continuity of care at the hospital.

“We’ve had great success with RL6. Every department wants its own Safety Tracker form.”

Christi Long
Quality Improvement Project Generalist
Arkansas Children’s Hospital
THE SOLUTION

*Easy-to-learn system with customizable forms*

Arkansas Children’s Hospital leaned heavily on the RL Solutions technical support and client excellence teams to get them up to speed on RL6:Risk quickly, so they could act as administrators and front-line support for the hospital’s staff. Pam Trevino, the ACH Director of Clinical Risk Management, jokes, “Luckily, we learned that you can’t break the system, no matter how hard you try!”

In turn, the risk and quality team at ACH trained the hospital’s front-line staff on RL6:Risk with a 10 minute training video. Even with that minimal training, incident submissions have still gone up. ACH started with a generic incident reporting form and customized forms in RL6:Risk for specific safety events:

- Referring physician
- HIPAA
- Environmental safety
- Patient and family representatives
- Peer review
- Pharmacy intervention

In addition, ACH has a Victory Vision form set to roll out in the next few months. This form will allow for a new way to track employees who receive a Victory Vision pin for exemplifying one of the hospital’s 12 behavioral standards focused on quality of care. This is the only form in Safety Tracker that’s not related to capturing safety events; however, it does promote quality patient care and exceptional performance.

Christi Long, the ACH Improvement and Innovation Project Manager, says her team “loves how RL6:Risk doesn’t come pre-packaged” and the ability to customize event forms has helped promote event reporting. The ACH Patient Safety Program Manager, Stephanie Evans, points to the ability to easily report events “rather than a big, long paper trail that may or may not get completed” as another important benefit that ACH has received from RL6.

As a pediatric hospital, ACH has specific challenges that are different from acute healthcare facilities. Luckily, RL6:Risk’s customizable forms have helped them address these unique challenges head on. For example, unlabeled, mislabelled or clotted specimens are problems at all healthcare organizations because they lead to additional procedures, delaying patient care. When the patient is an adult, an additional blood draw or needle stick is an inconvenience, but “another poke is a big deal when you’re five or six years old,” explains Trevino. Before RL6, ACH did not capture these events well. With RL6, they’ve been able to track specimen issues that require additional ‘pokes’ and implement new ways to reduce unlabeled, mislabelled or clotted specimens.
THE RESULT

Capture more incidents, faster follow-up

Since ACH implemented RL6:Risk, the hospital captures an average of 500% more events every month including adverse events, near misses and good catches. In fact, ACH has been so successful with the system that the hospital awards a Good Catch of the Month to its employees.

One of the greatest disadvantages with ACH’s previous electronic systems was that follow-up was a linear process: a single form could only be sent to one person at a time. With Safety Tracker, multiple recipients can receive the same file simultaneously and risk management can perform follow-up and close files much faster. For example, Safety Tracker counts how long it has been since there was any work done on a file. If a file passes three days with no activity, the system notifies the unit manager and after seven days, it emails the hospital’s appropriate vice president.

Unlike other facilities that struggle to promote physician event reporting, ACH has been lucky enough to have physicians who are early adopters including the chief of staff (who is also section chief of anesthesia). The influence of these prominent early adopters, along with the risk management team’s efforts to thank physicians who submit events, has encouraged continued physician reporting.

NEXT STEPS

Reduce form submission time through predictive questioning

Customized forms at ACH have proved so popular that the hospital’s Quality team has had to step in to ensure that the system is only used to track safety events. Other teams were so impressed with the results that they wanted to use Safety Tracker to track and report on non-safety related events at the hospital.

As a pediatric facility, the questions that ACH asks on its forms can be very specific depending on where the event happens (i.e., NICU) and what the event is. Regardless, the hospital’s Innovation and Improvement team aims to reduce form submission time to four minutes or less, with a target of two minutes. They accomplish this through additional form customization and by drilling-down using predictive questioning.
RL Solutions designs innovative healthcare software for patient and resident feedback, incident reporting and risk management, infection surveillance and claims management. At RL Solutions, nurturing long-lasting relationships with our clients is what we do best. We have over 1300 clients, including healthcare networks, hospitals, long-term care facilities and more. RL Solutions is a global company with offices in Canada, the United States, Australia and the United Kingdom.
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